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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
Christina Calvert, President, Professional Women Controllers, Inc.

Hello PWC Members!
We are all very excited for our upcoming National Training Conference in Ottawa, Canada, on April 6-9. The
theme is “Our Northern Skies”, and you can find more
information about the conference in this edition of the
WATCH. For FAA employees attending this year’s confer-

in June. We will send two delegates (and former presidents), Diana Eldridge and Patti Wilson. We are very excited to participate in this event. Many military controllers continue their career in the FAA, and this event will
provide us a great opportunity to promote PWC and provide them insight into FAA careers.

ence, please do not request an excused absence to at-

We just finished our first book club event. We read

tend. It will not be approved this year due to the confer-

Nerves of Steel by Tammi Jo Shults. PWC members

ence being outside of the United

were given a special discount

States. If you do attend, I can

code to purchase the book, and

guarantee you will have a won-

we posted discussion items on

derful time and return home re-

Facebook. I thoroughly enjoyed

juvenated both personally and

the book and the discussions.

professionally. You will meet

Thank you to all who participated!

some amazing people!

I send out a member email each

The following are a few of the

month. If you haven’t received any

things we accomplished at our

emails from PWC in the last few

January Board of Directors

months, please reach out to our

meeting: The Board decided to

membership director, Jenny

sign up with Constant Contact.

Rubert, to confirm your contact

You will see a difference in our

information. Her email is pwc-

newsletters and updates as well

membershipdirector@gmail.com.

as to our website. We voted to
support the SAFEE event in Florida. SAFEE is a two-day
aviation education event that exposes underprivileged

Enjoy the upcoming

young adults/children to aviation career opportunities.

spring weather. I look

This is our ninth year supporting this event thanks to

forward to seeing you

member, Maria Hofbauer. PWC will not have a booth at

at the conference!

the Women in Aviation conference this year, but member, Meagan Garmon, has been selected to speak on an

ChristinaCalvert

aviation panel at their conference. I have no doubt she
will represent us well! The Board voted to support the
first annual Joint Service Air Traffic Control Symposium
3
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Career Maximizing Workshop
On Wednesday Jan 29th, PWC Southern Region held a
career maximizing workshop at the Atlanta Regional
Office. This was an all-day workshop with civil rights
teaching two classes. The first class was about unconscious biases, and the other class discussed the EEO
Model. SkyOne also taught a class on “The Sandwich
Generation” which dealt with the challenges that face
working adults who care for sick/aging parents while
also caring for their children. Livingston Financial
taught a class on the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) changes that took place the later part of last year, as well as
estate and financial planning. There were gift card
giveaways throughout the workshop, and lunch and
snacks were provided to the attendees.
A wealth of knowledge was gained throughout all the
sessions. I want to thank Dina from SkyOne and Michael from Livingston Financial for educating the FAA
employees who were there. Many thanks to the civil
rights department for coming to teach two classes at
the workshop. Thank you also to the National Hispanic
Coalition of Federal Aviation Employees (NHCFAE) for
coming out and showing support with their National
Membership Chair/Atlanta area Chapter Director and
National Vice President. The FAA Managers Association (FAAMA) Southern Regional Director also participated in supporting this event.
When putting together an event like this, you never
know what kind of participation you will get. You have
to be ready for disappointment, lack of participation,
and the unexpected. I want to thank everyone who
came to the workshop, even if you only stayed for a
little bit; you really made this a great experience. Let’s
do it again!
By: Southern Regional Director Vonetta Lawton
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PWC Membership Corner Update
Jenny Rubert, PWC Membership Director
Our membership continues to grow!!
If you did not receive the Watch Winter 2019 edition at your home address, or if you have any changes you would
like updated in the database, please send me an email at pwcmembershipdirector@gmail.com

Welcome New Members!

Darlene Penrose
Katie Haeckel
Krista Jeppsen
Tanja Rowland
Chad Nichols
Nathan Zibolski
James White
Chad Timm
Zachary McFall
Velvet Kennedy
Victoria Omark
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PWC Conference Highlights
Professional Women Controllers (PWC) Inc. is pleased

mer air traffic controller for the FAA, Mr. Klinker now

to announce, in addition to the keynote speakers

manages a team at MITRE Corporation that develops

(Kathy Fox, Chair, Canadian Transportation Safety

technology for air traffic flow management to reduce

Board, and Deanna Brasseur, retired Canadian Military delays and improve operations and safety.
Major), Dr. Tom G. Reynolds has been added to the impressive lineup of speakers at this year’s PWC Conference, held from April 6-9 in Ottawa, Canada.

Innovations in technology are driving change, and with
advances in fibre networks and high-definition cameras, the industry is now talking about digital towers.

An award-winning researcher and author, Dr. Reynolds

Companies like Searidge are supporting air navigation

is the leader of the Air Traffic Control (ATC) Systems

service providers (ANSPs) worldwide in their transition

Group at MIT Lincoln Laboratory, an organization at the to digital towers.Ginette Bebeung, Executive Vice Presiforefront of advanced ATC technology development

dent at Searidge, and Jérôme Gagnon, Program Direc-

that enhances aviation safety and efficiency. They have tor, Service Delivery Initiatives at NAV CANADA, will prea strong legacy of innovation and prototyping for organ- sent on this revolution in air traffic control.
izations such as the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), the Department of Defense, and NAV CANADA.

Each year, the conference provides a platform where
air traffic service professionals can collaborate, share
their expertise, and build their networks. Personal de-

He will present about emerging data-driven tools for air velopment is at the conference’s core, and the presentraffic control and air traffic management and how they tation, The Art of Negotiations, will be a highlight. Precan be integrated with existing technologies to support sented by Elizabeth O’Hurley, President at Air Traffic
the delivery of a safe and efficient aviation system. This Specialists Association of Canada (ATSAC), and Elizaexciting topic will undoubtedly get the room buzzing.

beth Cameron, Vice President of Labor Relations at

PWC’s Vice President, Jenn Lemmon, is proud of this

NAV CANADA, attendees will leave the session knowing

year’s lineup of speakers who will share their expertise more about how to approach their next negotiation.
around this year’s central themes: technology and air

Learning and gaining skills are a large part of personal

traffic flow management, professional development,

development, but only part of it. Eventually, everyone

and wellness at work. “Every year, we curate some of

must put their skills and knowledge into action, an inte-

the world’s top experts to create an engaging and moti- gral step that is not always easy to take. This is the fovating experience for those in attendance. This year is

cus of Dr. Maja Jovanovic’s talk, Perfectionism is Paral-

no exception.”

ysis. Sociologist, author, public speaker, and professor

It is an exciting time in the aviation industry, and this
year’s themes are tapping into this excitement. Attendees who are interested in emerging technologies

at McMaster University, Dr. Jovanovic has been focusing her career on confidence-building, communication,
and mindset, specifically in women.

will not want to miss Mike Klinker’s presentation. A for- The agenda at this year’s PWC Conference is filled with
9

speakers like these and will certainly leave attendees excited, inspired, and more knowledgeable about the air
traffic service industry. To learn more and register, head to PWC’s website, pwcinc.org.

Taking Your HDHP into
Retirement – Part 4 of 4
By Scott Horstman, GEHA Manager, Product Development
Many people think a High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP) is
designed for those who are
young and rarely use their
health benefits. Younger HDHP
participants – in particular –
have the best opportunity to
fully leverage the triple tax ad-

An HDHP tailored specifically to re-

vantages of a health savings ac-

tirees, may coordinate benefits with deductible plan with a generally low

count (HSA). However, an HDHP

Medicare Part A and Part B. Be-

can also uniquely serve the needs of cause the HDHP pays secondary to
those in retirement.
One way an HDHP is different in retirement is that Medicare disqualifies making continued contri-

Medicare, expenses like deductibles
and co-insurance are often waived
for participants in Medicare Parts A
and B. As a result, qualifying HDHP

participants may have a nopremium that picks up most of the
costs that Medicare doesn’t.
For retirees who have an HSA balance, the HSA can continue to be
used for qualified medical expens-

butions to an HSA. In this instance, where Medicare prevents additional HSA contributions, the plan administrator
may convert the participant to
a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA). An HRA consists of funds set aside by the
plan which the participant may
use to pay for qualified expenses, including their Medicare
premium.
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es. Or, the money can be left in the account until age 65 at which time it converts to the rules of a traditional IRA.
This makes the HDHP a versatile plan for many life stages!
Information shared in this article should not be taken as legal or tax advice as HDHPs may not be the best choice
for everyone. To help you determine if an HDHP is right for you, consult with a trusted tax or legal advisor and review IRS publications 502 and 969.
About GEHA
GEHA (Government Employees Health Association) traces its roots to 1937, when the Railway Mail Hospital Association was formed in Kansas City, Missouri. The U.S. Railway Mail Service clerks would pass the hat to help one
another in times of need to assist with their medical expenses. That small group grew into GEHA. As one of the
largest national medical and dental plan carriers, GEHA provides benefits to more than 1.8 million federal employees, retirees and their dependents through the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP) and the Federal Employees Dental and Vision Insurance Program (FEDVIP). For more information, visit geha.com.

Domestic Violence Awareness
Domestic violence happens far too

Dominance – An abuser will make

from leaving or to scare them

often in relationships. October is Do-

decisions for you and the family.

into relinquishing charges. They

mestic Violence Awareness Month,

They’ll tell you what to do and

may also threaten to kill or hurt

which focuses on victims needing

expect you to obey without ques-

you or even to commit suicide

support and protection as well as

tion.

themselves.

educating people of the characteristics of domestic violence. On average, nearly 20 people per minute in
the United States are physically
abused by an intimate partner. Below are some characteristics of domestic violence and helpful tips if
you or someone you know is a victim.

Humiliation – An abuser will do everything they can to make you

a variety of intimidation tactics

believe you’re worthless and no

in order to scare you into sub-

one will want you. Afterward, if

mission. These tactics might in-

you believe you're worthless and

clude smashing things in front of

no one else will want you, you're

you, destroying property, hurting

less likely to leave.

your pets, or putting weapons on

Isolation – Your abuser will isolate
you from the outside world in

Recognize the warning signs of

order to increase your depend-

abuse. Abusers can control and ma-

ence on them.

nipulate their victims in many different ways.

Intimidation – Your abuser may use

Threats – Abusers frequently use
threats to keep their partners

display. They are trying to relay
to you if you don't obey, there
will be violent consequences.
Denial and blame – Abusers are very
good at making excuses for the
inexcusable. They will blame others or even deny the abuse has
11

occurred. They will either shift

Notify the authorities. If you have

Call your program at 1-800-234-

the blame to you or make excus- been abused, call 911 for police pro- 1327, TTY Users: 1-800-456-4006,
es, citing a bad childhood or a

tection. Let the authorities know eve- or log on to

bad day for their violent and abu- ry detail of how you were attacked

www.MagellanHealth.com/Member

sive behavior. Your abusive part- and how many times this has oc-

to begin accessing these services

ner may minimize the abuse or

curred. A key resource is The Nation- today.

deny it occurred.

al Domestic Violence Hotline: 1-800799-SAFE (7233).

Have a safety plan. If you are in a

Accessible 24/7, your FAA WorkLife

Sources: National Coalition Against
Domestic Violence, American Psy-

relationship and you feel threatened Solutions Program offers many rechological Association, DomesticVioor have already been abused, have a sources and services to help you and lence.org.
plan in place. It will help if you have your family. Options available
an “emergency kit” with spare keys,

through the program include conci-

money, extra clothes, medicine,

erge services to help with everyday

phone numbers, and important doc-

events needing your time and atten-

uments. You should put this kit in a

tion, child and elder care options,

safe place or with someone you can

legal and financial services, in-

trust.

person counseling, and much more.
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How to be a Good Boss
What can happen when bosses don’t ment and Budget and acting Office

departments were ranked high for

listen to employees’ concerns?

of Personnel Management director.

engagement and some were not. In

Whether you are a boss or an em-

The upside of listening to your em-

ployee, these are challenging times

ployees is you are more likely to

to be working in government. As a

build better working relationships

boss, you have the added pressure

and achieve better performance

either case, it’s helpful to learn
about how employees see their
working environment -whether that
be good or bad.

of dealing with your own work issues, from them. The downside of not lis-

“We firmly believe that understand-

while also managing and motivating

tening is unhappy employees may

ing the perspective of employees

your employees.

decide to seek disciplinary or legal

and proactively addressing their con-

action against you for ignoring their

cerns will result in greater workforce

concerns.

engagement, better performance,

The most recent “Federal Employee
Viewpoint Survey” (FEVS), conducted
in 2018, revealed a significant drop

Very few people know the problems

in federal employee engagement

of the federal government as well as

and overall satisfaction. The survey

the people who actually do the

and more satisfied customers,” says
Max Stier, president and CEO, Partnership for Public Service.

was conducted by the nonprofit, non- work...

If the results are a complete surprise

partisan Partnership for Public Ser-

Federal employees “can tell us

to you, that’s a sign you may need to

vice and Global Management con-

where the problems are, where the

be a better listener.

sulting firm Boston Consulting

waste is, and what really needs to be

Group.

done to get more work done with

As a manager, supervisor, or leader
in government, you may have limits
as to what you can do to change the
work environment. Despite these
limits, listening to and engaging employees is always within your control.
Sometimes this means explaining
what the limits are.
“When you look at issues of engagement, some of the issues may be
very intractable, and they may not be

fewer resources. There are a few
questions in the FEVS that tell us
where we could focus efforts to improve how we listen to federal workers,” said Jeff Neal, Senior Vice President of ICF International, and former

2. Convey the importance of listening to your managers and team leaders. Encourage them to ask employees questions, so they can address
issues that may evolve into more
serious problems. This will help keep
you in touch with your staff.

Chief Human Capital Officer of the

3. Demonstrate to employees you

Homeland Security Department.

take their feedback seriously. Even if

Here are eight tips to help you and
your staff be more effective listeners:

you can’t make a change an employee might request, explaining why you
are unable to accommodate them
and offering alternatives demon-

within an individual leader’s power

1. Reading the most recent “Federal strates your good faith.

to address them,” said Margaret

Employee Viewpoint Study" can give

Weichert, deputy director for man-

insight about where your department

agement at the Office of Manage-

stands with regard to others. Some

4. We all multitask, but constantly
looking at your cell, taking calls, or
13

not making eye contact during a conversation can all be employee, it is important to document your actions. This
interpreted negatively by an employee who wants to

way you can demonstrate you have taken the appropri-

communicate with you. Pay attention to how your behav- ate steps to address issues, should a supervisor ever
ior could be perceived.

question your actions.

5. Try not to judge – even when you don’t like what you

Sometimes even that is not enough. “An accusation of

are hearing. Losing your temper, making inappropriate

misconduct from an employee can lead to disciplinary

comments, or frequently interrupting can work against

action or even a lawsuit despite your best efforts. Even

your getting an employee to understand your point of

if you are found innocent, the cost to defend yourself

view or a policy they may not like.

can damage you financially as well as hurt your profes-

6. Face-to-face interactions are often more effective to
address employee concerns than an email or text. First,
it shows you are concerned enough to want to talk in
person. An in person conversation allows you to gauge
the employee’s body language and gives you more insight to their concerns.
7. Create opportunities to listen and stay ahead of pos-

sional reputation,” says Darrell Weber, Vice President of
Starr Wright USA, which specializes in providing professional liability insurance coverage for federal employees.
“Many federal employees in a supervisory role have obtained liability insurance as a precautionary measure.
Listening to employees and being proactive is one way
to avoid litigation, but, unfortunately, it’s not a guarantee.”

sible problems. Reviewing work performance or using
meetings to gauge employee concerns can allow you to
be proactive to address and solve employee issues.
8. Make sure your employees understand your expecta-

FED FACT: This year, nearly 1.5 million federal employees were invited to participate in FEVS, and 598,000
responded.
Article authored by Starr Wright USA.

tions. Ask yourself these questions: What are your
Starr Wright USA is a marketing name for Starr Wright
Insurance Agency, Inc. and its affiliate(s). Starr Wright
to meet them? If an employee is not helping meet those USA is an insurance agency specializing in insurance
goals, give tactful constructive input, and let the employ- solutions for federal employees and federal contractors.
For more information, visit WrightUSA.com. Starr Wright
ee know how he or she can improve. Conversely, be
USA is a division of Starr Insurance Companies, which is
a marketing name for the operating insurance and travsure to praise people when they do a good job.
el assistance companies and subsidiaries of Starr International Company, Inc. and for the investment business
Remember, employee performance reflects on you, so it
of C.V. Starr & Co., Inc.
is to your benefit to help them succeed.
SOURCES:
goals? What role do you expect your employees to play

What if you are a good listener and you still have a dis-

Best Places to Work in Federal Government

satisfied employee?

What Managers Should Do With 2018 Employee Viewpoint Survey Data

Despite your efforts to be a good listener, some employees may be unhappy with your response. They may see
you as discriminating against them, being unfair, or
even hostile. If you see a problem developing with an

Federal Bosses, Are You Listening?
Best Places to Work: What the Partnership’s New Rankings Tell Us
14
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CHILD CARE CHAT

BY JENNIFER MALLOY. FAA/NATCA ARTICLE 114 REP
discounts on breastfeeding devices. You can email
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) hosted its
first child care teleconference in January 2020, discussing issues about the FAA nursing mothers program, the child care subsidy program, and child care
centers near or in FAA facilities. Additionally, we had an
update on the recently passed paid parental leave legislation. All of these programs are agency-provided benefits for full-time employees and managers of the FAA.
Nursing Mothers Program
By agreement between NATCA and the FAA, the agency
shall provide for the use of a private area in all of its
facilities for nursing mothers to express milk during
working hours. The area shall be a space other than a
bathroom that is uninterrupted, shielded from view,
provides predictable privacy, is not accessible through

Magellan or call 800-234-1327 for more information.
Child Care Subsidy Program
The child care subsidy program is another resource for
eligible FAA employees and families who might need
assistance to offset the increasing costs of child care.
In order to qualify, you must be an active, permanent,
and full-time FAA employee. The household maximum
income to qualify for this program is $85,000. The program is conducting research into increasing the maximum income qualifications. More information will be
available in the near future. Once approved, your child
does not have to be put in an FAA child care center,
just a licensed child care home or facility. Click here to
view the child care subsidy program memorandum of
understanding.

another room, and is free from intrusion from coworkers and the public. If there is no employee with a
need to express breast milk, there is no requirement to

Child Care Facilities

provide a lactation space. Employees, who are nursing

There are 15 FAA child care centers nationwide. These

mothers, will submit the negotiated nursing mothers’

centers provide onsite and nearby child care services

program form to their immediate supervisor at least

for FAA employees. Sixty-one percent of employees’

one pay period in advance of the effective pay period.

children – nearly 1,600 total – are enrolled in FAA child

The union and agency at the local level shall meet and

care centers. Visit the child care program website un-

collaboratively determine a suitable location that meets der FAA WorkLife programs for more information, or
the requirements of this section.
The nursing mothers program is currently conducting
research into the possibility of further expanding with
portable lactation rooms. There will be more details
about this in the future. EAP/Magellan has resources
including reading material about breastfeeding and

click here to view the list of the child care centers near
you
Federal Employee Paid Leave Act
During the teleconference, NATCA Executive Vice President Trish Gilbert spoke about the Federal Employee
Paid Leave Act and the loophole in the language that
16

excluded FAA employees, as well as several other fed-

members of Congress to support H.R. 5885 and is

eral agencies and its employees. She described the

working with leadership and the House Oversight and

steps NATCA is taking to ensure the legislation incor-

Reform Committee to advance this legislation.

porates FAA employees going forward.
"The problem is," said Gilbert, "to get the language corrected means we will have to pass new legislation,
which is difficult. But we are pressing forward and
working on legislation.” She also discussed NATCA’s
progress on getting a commitment through the White
House, the Department of Transportation (DOT), or the
FAA itself to provide the paid parental leave provisions

"We don’t want our workforce to be covered after Oct.
1, after the rest of the government workforce is covered,” Gilbert said. "We will continue to work all angles
through the White House, Congress, and the DOT to be
able to fall in line with the rest of the federal workforce
on Oct. 1."

to the FAA workforce, being the intent of Congress and These teleconferences are sponsored by the FAA
the White House was to have it for the entire federal

WorkLife Program and provide the FAA workforce with

workforce, regardless of the technical issue that pre-

resource and referral services to promote work-life

vented that from occurring.

balance and assist with employee resilience. The FAA
child care program is a valued WorkLife service that
enhances family and strengthens our workforce. There

There are a number of bills offering partial corrections will be monthly FAA family resource program webinars
that have been proposed, but NATCA is focusing on a

throughout 2020 discussing various topics. Click this

bill that would provide a fix for all six workforces that

link to sign up for emails about upcoming topics. For

were excluded. Legislation was introduced in the mid-

questions, contact Jennifer Malloy at FedChild

dle of February by House Committee on Oversight and care.NATCA@gmail.com.
Reform Chairwoman Carolyn Maloney, D-N.Y., as well
as committee member Carol Miller, R-W.V. The legislation, H.R. 5885, the Federal Employee Parental Leave
Technical Correction Act, is bipartisan and has 16 original co-sponsors: eight Democrats and eight Republicans.

The legislation would ensure the six workforces left out
(FAA, non-screener personnel at TSA, Title 38 employees at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, presidential employees (White House), Washington, D.C.
Courts and Public Defender Service, and Article I Judges) will receive the 12 weeks of paid parental leave
just like other federal employees. NATCA is urging
17

Why is Everyone Talking about Succession Planning?
Every day for the next two decades, 10,000 baby boomers will turn 65.. They will move on to the next step in
their lives outside of their air traffic control jobs. Where will their replacements come from?
In 2016, the FAA completed a succession planning pilot program, and we learned we were not ready.
Thirty-nine percent of FAA employees, from the K-Band through executives, are eligible for retirement, and many
more will be eligible to retire within five years. In 2019, 15 percent of FAA’s executives retired. Why are these statistics important? The numbers tell us the air traffic control field will need your experience to help lead the National Airspace System into the future.
How can you get ready for future growth in your career?
Find out where you want to make your mark. Are you interested in enroute operations? Maybe you are more interested in training the workforce of the future? Whatever direction you decide to go, make a plan. We all hear
about individual development plans, but how do you implement one?
Where do you want your career to take you? Find your options at https://myatocareer.faa.gov/index.html. You
can determine your goal, and set up your path to get there! Career planning can be a daunting task, but it doesn’t
have to be. The FAA provides resources to get those jobs you want, all it takes is a little bit of planning.

At elms@faa.gov , the sign-in page gives instructions on
how to create an individual development plan or IDP.
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PWC Corporate Members
CSSI
Leido
NBP
Deloitte
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